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Introduction
The unique ECOSTP 1 Sewage Treatment Technology has no moving parts compared
to conventional STP’s which use energy hogging motors, exhaust fans, pumps, and
blowers. The product is a replica of a cow’s stomach based on biomimicry2
concepts.
This white paper explains how ECOSTP, the Zero Power Zero Operator STP help in
saving money over Conventional (motor based) STP’s. The Return of Investment
(ROI), is substantially less than two years when an ECOSTP system is implemented
in place of the Conventional STP. The savings can be over Rs.56 Lakhs over a
period of 10 years, for a 70KLD (100 flat apartment) capacity STP.

Overview
The unique ECOSTP technology does not use chemicals or energy to treat the
water. Sewage is treated by a combination of microorganisms, plants and gravel to
and return clean water back to mother earth. The treated water can be reused for
different purposes like irrigation, flushing of toilets, cooling and heating, washing,
groundwater recharge or even potable usage. The nature inspired solution of
ECOSTP, gets away from the Conventional STP which requires lot of heavy
operational equipment’s to treat sewage water. It works on nature’s principle of
treating sewage water using natural Biomimicry principles.
The table below highlights the key components / activities involved in
Conventional STP, which makes it high maintenance. With time, these components
go through wear and tear requiring higher maintenance. As mentioned, ECOSTP
does not require most of the mechanical components, bringing the maintenance
and operational activities for managing ECOSTP to minimal.

1

http://www.ecostp.com

2

https://biomimicry.org
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Though the eco-friendly nature of ECOSTP is obvious, one of the key challenges is to

translate the benefits gained in financial terms. The exercise requires study and
data collection of multiple Conventional STP implementations to arrive at the
average cost expenditure involved with each of the components, and then doing
comparison of the financial gains if ECOSTP is implemented.

Table 1: Key differences between Conventional STP vs ECOSTP

Conventional STP - Operational Expenses
The exercise involved survey and data collection from different STP
implementations to identify the operational cost involved. It was observed that in
many locations, few core elements were not considered while calculating the cost
of Operation, like Power, Chemicals etc. We went ahead and averaged the cost
based on the data points available from various inputs.
Based on the input data the average operational cost identified per KLD was
around Rs.6000/-. So on an average, a 10 KLD Conventional STP would require
around Rs.72000/- (10KLD x Rs.6000 x 12 months) as operational cost for its yearly
maintenance. If the capacity of the STP is 20KLD, the operational cost would be
Rs.1,20,000/- (20KLD x Rs.6000 x 12 months). The key cost factors associated were
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Operator cost, maintenance of Mechanical Equipment’s and Power involved for
running the STP. To truly identify the overall financial benefits (or ROI) when
compared to Conventional STP, we need to understand the following three
different cost terminologies:
1. Capital Expenses (CAPEX):
These are the one-time expenses made by the concerned party while
implementing the STP. This involves cost involved to procure all the required
equipment’s or expenses to get the civil work done to get STP Operational
first time. For example:
-

Cost of mechanical equipment’s

-

Civil work cost or cost for building chambers

-

Space and shelter (Pump Room) required to host mechanical parts

2. Operational Expenses (OPEX):
These are recurring expenses that are required to be borne by the
concerned party to ensure that the STP is operational and working at
desired levels. For example:
-

Cost of Operators to manage STP

-

Cost of chemicals / tools required to maintain STP

-

Indirect costs like Power, supervision etc

3. Lifecycle Expenses:
This is the total cost, or the sum of Capital Expenses and Operational
Expense (and anything else if required) to manage and maintain the STP
operational for a specific period of time.
To understand the ROI from ECOSTP, we will be looking at both parameters of
Capital and Operation Expenses. However, to understand the long term benefit,
our focus will be on comparing the overall Lifecycle Expenses between
Conventional STP and ECOSTP.
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Let us take an example of an 100 flat apartment, 70 KLD Capacity STP to do the
cost comparison and derive the ROI. The below table shows a detailed
representation of different costs associated for implementation and maintenance
of Conventional and ECOSTP for a period of 10 Years:

Table 2: Capital, Operational and Lifecycle Cost comparison details between
Conventional and ECOSTP

Now let us look at each of the Expenses and do a comparison to understand the
ROI in detail.

Conventional Vs ECOSTP Capital Expenses
In the below table, the following has been considered as the Capital Expenses for a
70KLD STP:

It has been seen that the Capital Expenses involved with ECOSTP when compared
with Conventional STP is higher by ~15%-20%. Considering the same we for the
above example we have marked the ECOSTP cost higher by 15% on an average.
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Though the capital expenses may seem higher for ECOSTP, in true sense, with
ECOSTP, the entire STP space can be reclaimed. This provides the concerned party
with more value for land space that is invaluable and can be used for building car
parking, children play area etc. In case of Conventional STP, not only the space
used for STP, the area around it also becomes unusable due to odor issues.
So while the Capital Expenses at first may look higher, in reality with the space
getting reclaimed the overall value and ROI of the property increases with
ECOSTP.

Conventional Vs ECOSTP Operational Expenses
The actual value add of ECOSTP in comparison to Conventional STP is seen in the
Operational Expenses. Since ECOSTP works on natural principles, without any
moving parts, without power and without operator, the Operational Expenses are
minimal. The only major operational activity required for ECOSTP is to do
desludging once in 2 Years. An efficient running of a Conventional sewage
treatment plant requires periodic maintenance and daily checks of the system.
Failure to do so can lead to an output that cannot be discharged, blockage of
pipelines, and even failure of some parts. There are several factors that results in
smooth working of a sewage treatment plant
The below chart shows the Operational Cost comparison between Conventional STP
and ECOSTP:
The cost for Conventional STP considers a 10% year on year cost increment
considering breakdowns, wear and tear and depreciation of the mechanical parts.
We have not included any other breakdown cost separately, but only the year on
year increment which indirectly will consider the breakdown cost also in it (which
we feel is appropriate, though conservative).
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Table 3: Comparison of OPEX between Conventional and ECOSTP

ECOSTP cost associated is only once in 2 years, which as mentioned earlier is for
desludging. Other operational activities like trimming of plants or cleaning up of
dry leaves can be taken up by regular staff without any additional overheads or
costs (no specialization required).
The savings in Operational expenses is significant with ECOSTP as there is only
minimal operational activity involved. Also with no mechanical parts and power
requirement, there is no reusable required for ECOSTP to function.
The overhead costs of ensuring STP is functional and the vendors are maintaining it
well with periodic inspection is unaccounted. With ECOSTP, we call it as “Peace of
Mind” that one achieves, not having to bother about turning on/off of an STP, or
chasing to see if the operational activities for STP are performed regularly and
appropriately by Vendors.
Look at the chart below which shares details about the Operational Expenses of
STP:
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Chart 1: Yearly Savings with ECOSTP

From Year 1 the savings is quantifiable financially. It starts from savings of
anywhere from ~3 Lakhs and goes on to savings of ~10 Lakhs per year by Year 10.
Imagine the amount of money saved yearly, and being able to use it for other
purposes. For a 100 flat apartment 70 KLD capacity STP, the overall operational
savings estimated is around Rs.61 Lakhs!!!

Conventional STP vs ECOSTP - Lifecycle Cost
Now that we have seen the Capital and Operational Expense comparison between
Conventional STP and ECOSTP, let us look at the overall Life Cycle Cost associated
with them. We can derive this by combining the Capital and Operational Expenses
to see the Total Savings.
Life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA) is a method for assessing the total cost of facility
ownership. LCCA is especially useful when project alternatives that fulfil the same
performance requirements, but differ with respect to initial costs and operating
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costs, have to be compared in order to select the one that

maximises net

savings. For example, LCCA will help determine whether the incorporation of a
ECOSTP solution, which may increase initial cost slightly but result in dramatically
reduced operating and maintenance costs, is cost-effective or not.
The chart below shows the Total Savings (or Cumulative Savings) derived for a 100
apartment unit 70 KLD STP:

Chart 2: Life Cycle Cost Savings (Total Savings) with ECOSTP
Though we considered marginal higher Capital Expenses for ECOSTP, the Total
Savings (ROI) with ECOSTP overrides it within less than 2 Years!!! The savings start
accumulating from Year 2 and by Year 10 the overall savings goes up to around
Rs.56 Lakhs.
Some of the implementation pictures of ECOSTP are highlighted below, which
shows how ECOSTP is integrated with the landscape, reclaiming the space without
the user of any mechanical parts devoid of power requirement, operating
naturally.
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Pic 1: Implementation of ECOSTP under Play Area, Drive Way etc. reclaiming the space

Summary
As we have explained above the Return of Investment (ROI), is substantially less
than two years when an ECOSTP system is implemented in place of the
Conventional STP. The savings can be over Rs.56 Lakhs over a period of 10 years,
for a 70KLD (100 flat apartment) capacity STP.
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